What's Been Done Here?
15 January 2018

Q:
Esteemed Committee, what I see are Q&A with all of you (with y'all as many 'round here
would say), channeling with well known dead people, alien extraterrestrials and the Guardian
Angel Guides of many readers. What's been accomplished and what more is left to post?
C:
As much or little as you choose.
Q:
My now good friend Dr. Elisa Medhus recently went on hiatus from her popular website
with her son's name. The circumstances don't seem to be the most pleasant however, the up &
down cycles of life and everything in it, mean it had to be coming.
C:
Yes.
Q:
So after more than 8 years, should anybody be surprised? Wait there a minute, y'all!
Don’t answer that! I ain't done; I am most surprised myself at its unbroken streak & longevity,
(Channelling Erik®) given the time and financial investment Dr. Medhus made. When she issued
the news she was taking a break, that mediums were in conflict, I was sorely and deeply
disappointed at some reader commentary. Of course people should express differences of
opinion, but so many comments seemed to ride right over and on top of - and ignore - the
obvious: Dr. Medhus's enormous investment in them.
C:
Indeed.
Q:
I know this isn't the case with me. I don't get the feeling there's much sentiment here
which takes things for granted. I don't feel that way, either, I do this for my own enjoyment
mostly.
C:
Correct.

Q:
What stood out among many reader comment topics on Dr. Medhus' "Sad News" post
was, escalating fees for psychic mediums. I prefer free markets for goods and services, including
information & knowledge about those & all markets, and I both admire & congratulate a
medium able to secure good money for services provided. That's what makes the world go
'round. I feel similar but opposite pull here also.
C:
Continue.
Q:
I enjoy posting and won't charge for it; it is a hobby I enjoy. I find time and energy levels
during those times coincide less and less; they don't match one another as they used to.
C:
Continue. You tell us nothing we do not know, yet you feel obligated to explain yourself.
Continue, as readers of your website want this.
Q:
What should I do?
C:
Channel when you have time and energy, post later when you can, if you cannot do both
in series, the one immediately preceding or following the other.
Q:
Such as in clumps?
C:
Yes, and use delayed posting so several sessions posted simultaneously will appear over
as many days as sessions there are, in the clump.
Q:
So, what's been done here? What's been accomplished for readers or for myself? I should
ask "…and for myself"; because it's not a one or the other thing.
C:
Expand we shall, briefly. For readers you have accomplished what cannot be described
well beyond this; an opening of perspectives in directions nearly nobody on Earth now holds.
You have created a group of freaks, and more accurate would it be to say you have sparked the
fuel which now burns as a bright flame. This fire cannot be extinguished; there is no antidote for
the infection you have started and spread. This is the freakish aspect.
No resources beyond the most powerful on Earth could have achieved what has been
accomplished here.
Vast sums of money could have been given to many people as incentive and return for activities
to promote, sell, commercialize and monetize things and still would such a process not have
accomplished what has occurred here.
The difference here is belief; with no obligation, expectation, congratulation, criticism, incentive,
condemnation, coercion, promise or pleading, readers have willingly come, returned and
augmented their beliefs.
None have been told their existing ideas, before reading your words, and ours in response to
yours, were wrong, incorrect, mistaken, misguided and misplaced. Nobody has been asked to
supplant this for that, x for y, tit for tat, or to discard what they prefer. Freely and willingly have
your words been ingested.
The effects have been to the enrichment of understanding we cannot describe in human words.
You have accomplished your purpose. The foregoing.
Q:
Y'all mean nothing in this?
C:
We mean much, we have achieved our purpose also, however we prefer to speak about
you. We face none of the challenges before you; because we are in Heaven. You are on Earth. It

is easy to follow through from behind what you have done, for we have no consequences or
pressures of the many types which Earth offers, a good number of which have been served to you
on platters. Just as things are served up in large helpings to many of your readers.
Q:
Our alien extraterrestrial cousins have so much information to offer us, and the next
book will have a lot of that. I hope what the current book accomplishes is: calm down the
populace and reduce the excited stress at the idea of an invasion, or boxed up & gift wrapped
solutions.
C:
To readers it shall. To others who prefer not reading it, they shall have their excitement,
from worry, fear and concern which mankind has chosen to serve itself, then eat.
Q:
I like the clump idea, I'll begin following that.
C:
Ready will we be, as you binge channel. Our greetings for all to whom these words have
come; be well always and return soon.

